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With over seven hundred buildings comprising nine research centers and nineteen 

museums, the Smithsonian Institution is the world’s largest museum and research 

complex. The institution’s largest collection is its’ buildings, which date from the 19th to the 

21st century. During the 1970s the institution initiated guidelines for accessibility and 

modified the north entrance of the National Museum of Natural History with a ramp. The 

institution’s Office of Accessibility was also created at this time to provide guidance on the 

codes necessary for compliance. Since that time, the institution has made all its museums 

accessible. The Office of Architectural History and Historic Preservation considers every 

Smithsonian building historic. Designs for accessible entrances to our buildings must be 

creative, complementing the architect’s original design, respect the original building 

material, and realize the needs of our visitors. The majority of the institution’s buildings are 

located within the National Mall Historic District, other areas listed on the National Register 

of Historic Places.  This paper will trace accessibility design at the institution and its review 

by the institution and outside regulatory agencies.  

 
Amy Ballard has been at the Smithsonian since 1976. In her position as senior historic 
preservation specialist in the Office of Architectural History and Historic Preservation, she reviews 
design and construction projects for historic preservation compliance. 
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This paper will present a research on an outreach educational project conducted by the 

Pinacoteca de São Paulo’s Educational Program for the Disabled throughout 2014 in 

partnership with the charity organization Nosso Lar [Our Home], which caters to people 

with intellectual disabilities. The group involved attends the charity organization for jobs-

placement training. Three-hourly bimonthly encounters were held at both institutions 

during which the museum collection was taken as theme for a series of work-related 

activities. Assessment of this dynamic showed that, through the project’s involvement, the 

participants felt able, for the first time, to reveal their own preferences, ambitions and skills, 

where before their work had been focused on manual jobs. Taking part on the project 

provided the group with the discovery and sharing of personal interests and greater levels 

of empowerment. In order to heighten the visibility and understanding of the experience, 

at the end of the year we organized an exhibition of photographs, texts and art produced 

by the group. One of the main results was the partner organization’s decision to rethink its 

training scheme based on this experience.    

 
Milene Chiovatto is Head of Education Department at Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo since 
2002. She holds a degree in arts education at Mackenzie University; Master in Communication 
Sciences at ECA/University of São Paulo. Member of ICOM - CECA; alternate on the board of 
ICOM – BR (2012-15). 
Gabriela Aidar is the Coordinator of the Inclusive Educational Programs of the Education 
Department of the Pinacoteca de São Paulo. She holds a BA in History, a Diploma in Art Museum 
Studies and Museology. She received a Master of Arts in Museum Studies from the University of 
Leicester in the UK. 
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Presentation of three case studies of exhibits that combine tactile, visual and auditory 

information to achieve universal access. We will look at a talking exhibit panel 

interpretation of a still life masterpiece from San Diego Museum of Art, touch-responsive 

rocket models from  New York Hall of Science, and a 10th century Buddhist figurine. Each 

of these invite visitors to explore with their fingers and hands; embedded sensors detect 

where a person is touching, triggering audio descriptions, sound effects and music that 

helps to explain the artwork or artifact. Results from user testing of the Buddhist figurine 

will be discussed, and designs for a proposed traveling exhibit of touch-responsive 

spacecraft models will be shared, showing the broad appeal of this new approach to multi-

sensory exhibits.  

 
Steven Landau is president and founder of Touch Graphics since 1998. The company develops 
products and exhibits for classrooms and museums based on multi-sensory display methods. The 
company’s flagship product, Talking Tactile Tablet, is in wide use around the world 
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Bridging the education and accessibility gap between museums and individuals with 

cognitive and intellectual disabilities requires a more thorough consideration of access 

beyond physical entrance to museum spaces. Education outreach by museums through 

the internet focuses on social media promotion and collections digitization. However, 

research in the field of self-determination for teens and young adults with disabilities 

reveals a significant gap in the areas of lifetime learning and community engagement. 

Museums can provide a coherent space for teens with cognitive disabilities to focus on 

their individual passions, develop new interests, and creatively express themselves. Social 

media is rapidly becoming a venue not only for communication between social peers, but 

also the medium through which that interaction takes place. All Access Digital Arts 

Program is a museum-based program at the Hirshhorn’s ArtLab designed for teens with 

various cognitive and intellectual disabilities centered on museum learning, technology, 

and social skills. Through in-person and online activities, All Access explored interest-

driven learning and skill acquisition in technology domains, leading to student-generated 

creative expressions using new media. Teens gained social skills related to museum 

exploration, making and maintaining friendships, and digital citizenship. Such skills are 

critical to sustaining access to lifetime learning and community engagement. 

 
Joshua Taylor’s (M.Ed.) research interests include how to provide learning opportunities and 
support inclusive programming for individuals with disabilities in both traditional (school-based) 
and non-traditional (in-person and virtual) environments. He particularly enjoys adapting 
technological tools to fit diverse learner needs, and supporting inclusive access in both school and 
communitysetting. 
Tracie Sam Spinale’s (M.A.) research interests include how museum content supports individual 
and group learning to create meaningful experiences. She examines how learners construct 
meaning in the evolving landscape of digital media, and transmission models which embrace the 
learner as self-advocate.  

 


